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Let's start -

According to gann, year begins on 21st March & not on 1st January.

So, 21st March is 1st static date.

To calculate further static dates, we need to add degrees to 21st March.

+

Gann consider

30, 45, 60, 72, 90, 120, 135, 150, 180, 210, 225, 240, 252, 270, 288, 300, 315, 330 and 360 degrees as an important one, at

which trend change may be there.

+

So, how to add these degrees to 1st static date (21st March)?

It's simple -

Average days in a calendar year are 365.256

So, Divide it by 360 (degrees in a circle) i.e

365.256 / 360 = 1.0146. Therefore, 1degree = 1.0146 days

+

Now, Multiply these degrees with 1.0146 & add into static date i.e. 21st March to get other static dates. 

E.g. 

 

For 30 degree, 

30×1.0146=30.4 i.e. 20th April.
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For 45 degree 

45×1.0146=45.6 i.e. 5th May. 

 

Are next static pressure dates 

 

& So on till 360° 

 

+

So by above method we have calculated static dates by using 21st March as 1st static date.

For calculating #dynamic dates-

We just need to add the same multiplication answers to major tops & bottoms.

+

Now we have calculated the dates i.e. #time of probable reversal, so can we blindly take reversal trades on particular dates?

Answer is #NO.

We must use these dates along with price action.

+

If important date is coinciding with some Major support or resistance then there is a probability that there might be trend

change on a particular date.

(Need price action confirmation)

+

People charges hefty amount to teach techniques of gann as there is nothing clearly written about gann anywhere.

To know more about

#gann theory & to get #FreeCalculator for these dates,

I'm expecting

(1000)Like, (500)RT ■ for this thread ■

Good night ■
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